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MINUTES FROM THE 155 th REGIMENTAL EXECUTIVE
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Reference: Minutes of the 154 th REC Meeting, dated 9 September 2015.
Find atta~hed, at Annex E, the minutes of the 155 th REC meeting held on Sunday, 24 January 2016.
In addition, also attached are the following supporting documents:
1.

a.

Annex A. Contents Sheet;

b.

Annex B. Record of Motions and Votes;

C.

Annex C. Task Matrix; and

d.

Annex D. Important Calendar Dates.

2.
Annex E details the discussion of agenda points that took place during the meeting by those
members present, including those personnel via telephone conference.
3.
For ease and simplicity, use either the contents sheet at Annex A to navigate to the respective
agenda item and subsequent page; or use Annex C, the consolidated assigned or implied task matrix. All
motions and votes have been extracted from Annex E and consolidated into a grouped table shown at
Annex C, which reflects a true and accurate record of regimental motions and votes.
4.

Should you have any questions or enquiries, please feel free to contact the Regimental Major, Major

Q. M. Innis on CSN 528-5459 or email quentin.innis@forces.gc.ca.

J. T. Adair
Lieutenant-Colonel
Chairman, Regimental Executive Committee
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RECORD OF MOTIONS AND VOTES
155 th REGIMENTAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

SERIAL

PROPOSAL
(a)

1

That the minutes of the J 54m REC are accepted as a true
record.

2

That the Regimental Budget be approved in Principle.

3

That the soldiers proposed by the Regimental Museum
as worthy of inclusion in the Regimental Book of
Remembrance be entered in the pages of the Book of
Remembrance.
That Mr Lou Grimshaw be given direction to purchase
the Medals group of Pte Mitchel I on behalf of the
Regiment.
That Cpl Social be granted a Regimental Achievement
Award for his dedication to amateur sports in the city of
Edmonton.
That Capt Dumas be granted a Regimental Achievement
Award for his dedication and professionalism in the
preparation of the 100 th Anniversary of the Loyal
Edmonton Regiment.

4

5

6

B-1/1

PROPOSER
(b)
CWO S. D. Stevens

SECONDER
(d)
CWO D . J. Hesse])

VOTE
(e)
Carried
Tabled

Maj Q.M. lnnis

LCol W.K. Niven

Carried

LCol L. W. Rutland

CWO K.L. Lewis

Carried

Mr Fred Goldring

CWO P. M. Francis

Carried

CWO D. J. Hessell

CWO J. M. Smith

Carried

REMARKS
(f)

Chair REC
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TASKMATRI' X
155 th REGIMENTAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

SERIAL

ASSIGNED/IMPLIED

TASl(

OPI

REMARKS

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

1

ASSIGNED

2

ASSIGNED

3

ASSIGNED

4

ASSIGNED

5

ASSIGNED

6

ASSIGNED

7

IMPLIED

8

ASSIGNED
.

Develop a Regimental Operations Plan (Ops Plan) from the
Regimental Strategy.
Develop a Regimental Battle Rhythm and Calendar from the
Re!limental Ops Plan.
RM to produce a writing guide and direction for the monthly
Regimental Situation Report (Sitrep) to answer the C-in-C CIR
detailed in the Regimental Operations Plan.
Select a portrait artist to paint the COR' s portrait.

RM

Scrub and update Regimental Manual within twelve months to
include new annexes: ToR, Monuments, etc in a refreshed
fonnat.
Add the Achterveld Anniversary to Regt Manual and Regt Battle
Rhythm as a "best wishes and update" Jetter to the Achterveld
Church community on annual Regt Activities.

Maj Miller

RM/RAdjt
RM, Chair REC

RM, DCO 3ra Bn

RM, RAdjt

Examine ways to assist PPCLI OUTCAN EU members to attend
the Achterveld Anniversary through either administrative CoC
support for regular TD travel or financial assistance to personal
travel.
Disentangle the C-in-C funeral sentry task through discussion
with RCMP to support C-in-C wishes with regard to Patricia
sentries and pallbearers .

RM

RM

9

IMPLIED

Amend the Regt Manual and gratuities to include the gifting of
the officer's cap badge to NCO' s promoted to the rank of CWO.

R WO, Maj Miller

10

ASSIGNED

Staff a request for C-in-C to present 2nd Bn Queen's Colour in
2017 to Rideau Hall.

RM

C-1/2

In consultation with
LGen(Ret' d) Crabbe
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SERIAL

ASSIGNED/IMPLIED

TASK

OPI

REMARKS

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

11

ASSIGNED

12

ASSIGNED

13

ASSIGNED

14

ASSIGNED

15

ASSIGNED

16

ASSIGNED

C-2/2

Briefing Note on Regimental Museum manning which
recommends geo-location of a PPCLI captain position to the
Museum.
Establish a task in the Regimental Operating Plan and Battle
Rhythm which ensures that RHQ is carbon-copied on each Bn' s
Annual Historical Report for onward passage to the Museum
Archive.
Establish a task and staff process in the Regimental Operating
Plan and Battle Rhythm which ensures that RHQ requests copies
of War Diaries from the National Archives as they are
declassified for onward passage to the Museum Archive.
Send a consolidated email to a broad audience of the Regimental
Distribution List detailing the opportunities for Soldier On,
Outward Bound and Pilgrim Bandit events available through
Regimental Veteran' s Care.
Develop the plan for the French Grey Ball in coordination with
the Re~imental Foundation.
Staff a request to CA to include the 70m Anniversary of the
Battle ofKapyong in 2021 as an event in Op DISTINCTION

RM

RM

R Adjt, Museum
Manager

RWO, RM

RM
RM, RAdjt
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IMPORT ANT CALENDAR DATES
155th REGIMENT AL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

SERIAL

1
2
3
4

5

6
7
8

CALENDAR DATE

EVENT

(a)

(b)

10 Feb 16

Mme Clarkson' s Birthday

14 Feb 16

Lady Patricia Knatchbull's Birthday

23 Feb 16

The Military Museums of Calgary (TMM) Council

26 Feb 16

TMM Founder's Gallery opening (Cold War: Operation MUSKOX)

29 Feb 16

Regimental Guard 69

6 Mar 16

Heroes Hockey Challenge, Victoria, BC

17 Mar 16

COR visit to 1st/3rd Bn Regimental Day

18 Mar 16

Regimental Foundation Meeting
Kapyong 65th Anniversary
Totino, BC

9

22-25 Apr 16

Wainwright, AB
Ottawa, ON
Korea, RoK

10
11

D-1 /3

28-30 Apr 16

Association AGM, Victoria, BC

17Junl6

3 PPCLI Change of Command (CoC)

REMARKS
(d)
. Cards from Battalions and RHQ

Cards from Battalions and RHQ

Totino event delayed to Jun 16 due
to Parks Canada construction
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SERIAL

12
13

14

15

CALENDAR DATE

EVENT

REMARKS

(a)

(b)

(d)

17Junl6

REC 156

25 Jun 16

Mount Buller Climb

28 Jun 16

1 CMBGCoC

11Jul16

3 CdnDivCoC

French Grey Weekend
26 Aug: Golf Tournament
27 Aug: Cock o' the Walk

16

26-28 Aug 16
27 Aug: SFAD
27 Aug: French Grey Ball (FGB) 16
28 Aug: Guard Meeting 70

17
18
19
20
21
22

D -2/3

29 - 31 Aug 16

Ex TOUGH CONTENDER

1 Sep 16

Ex MOUNTAIN MAN

23 Sep 16

TMM Somme Dinner

10 Nov 16

TMM Valour Canada Flame of Remembrance

11 Nov 16

Remembrance Day

25 - 28 Nov 16

COR in Gagetown
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SERIAL
23

24
25
26

27
28

D-3/3

CALENDAR DATE

EVENT

REMARKS

(a)

(b)

(d)

15 Dec 16

Patrician Submission Deadline

25 - 29 Jan 16

Ex STRONG CONTENDER

Dependent ofBde Calendar

29 Jan 17

REC 157

TBC

30 Jan - 2 Feb 17

Ex RlC-A-DAM-DOO 2017

10Febl7

Mme Clarkson's Birthday

Cards from Battalions and RHQ

14 Feb 17

Lady Patricia Knatchbull 's Birthday

Cards from Battalions and RHQ
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MINUTES FROM THE 155 th REGIMENTAL EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE MEETING HELD SUNDAY 24 JANUARY 2016
Reference: Minutes of the 154th PPCLI REC Meeting, dated 10 September 2016
I.
The meeting was called to order at 1300 hours by the Chairman, LCol J. T. Adair and those in
attendance are detailed below:
Chairman:

LCol J. T. Adair

Commanding Officer 3 PPCLI

Members Present:

MGen (Ret'd) W. B. Vernon

Colonel of the Regiment PPCLI

LCol W. K. Niven

Commanding Officer 2 PPCLI

LCol D. Prohar

ERE Representative for Saskatchewan &
Manitoba
COSICMBG

LColW. R. Rutland

Commanding Officer I PPCLI

Capt R.R. Dumas

LER Representative

CWO D. J. Hessell

RSM 1 PPCLI

CWO J. M. Smith

RSM 2 PPCLI

CWO P. M. Francis

RSM3 PPCLI

CWO S. D. Stevens

Regimental CWO / SM 3 Cdn Div

CWO K. L. Lewis

RSM 3 CDSB Ops Svc Branch

Mr. Fred Goldring

Association Representative

LGen (Ret'd) K. Foster

Foundation President

LCol (Ret'd) A. M. Austdal

Association President

LCol C. J. Frederickson

ERE Representative for the Ottawa Region

LCol E. Liebert

Battle Honours Committee

LCol R. E. Jurkowski

CO 5 Ccln Div TC Gagetown;

Members via TELCON:

ERE Representative French Grey Bn; and
ERE Representative for the Maritimes.

Regimental Headquarters:

E-1/27

Capt D. A. R. Peabody

PPCLI Museum Manager

CWO T. D. Halcro

RSM 3 Ccln Div TC

CWO M. C. B. Hamilton

RSM CTC lnf School

Maj Q. M. Innis

RM

Capt C. G. MacKenzie

RAdjt

WO S. Peterson

RWO

MCpl S. E. Cherney

RHQC!erk
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2.

Agenda items were detailed as follows:

AGENDA OF THE 155 th MEETING OF THE REGIMENTAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (REC)
HELD AT EDMONTON GARRISON OFFICERS MESS - 1300HRS SUNDAY 24 JANUARY 2016
ITEM
(a)
Opening Remarks:
Review of Minutes:
Calendar:

SER

1
2

3

SUB-ITEM
(c)

Regimental Strategy
Regimental Operating Plan
Regimental Battle Rhythm
Regimental Calendar
Ric-a-dam-doo
Colonel-in-Chief (C-in-C) Travel
Colonel of the Regiment (COR) Travel
4

6

7

RM
RM
RAdjt

Reports:

Voluntary Contributions
Patrician
Shoulder Titles
Monuments and Memorials
Regimental Battle Honours Committee
Regimental Colours
Charitable Status
Budget
Cadet Corps update
Senior NCO Mess Dress
COR Portrait Artist

RM
RM
RM
RM
RM
LCol Liebe1t
RM
RM
RM
RWO
Regtl CWO
Chair REC

PPCLT Gallery
Museum Collections
Archives
Governance
Outreach
Return of Donated Items

Capt D. A. R. Peabody
Capt D. A. R. Peabody
Capt D. A. R. Peabody
Capt D. A. R. Peabody
Capt D. A. R. Peabody
Capt D. A. R. Peabody

Association
Foundation
LER

RM
RM
Capt R. R. J. Dumas

I 00th Closeout

5

OPI
(d)
Chair REC
RM
RM
Chair REC
Chair REC
Chair REC
R Adjt

Regt Museum:

Updates:

New Business:

E -2/27
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Honours & Awards
Website Maintenance contract
FGB and Golf Tournament
Fundraising Memorandum of Understanding
Regimental Veteran's Care
Company Colours
Kapyong 2016
Yimy 2017
Community Relations Coordinator
Outreach Coordinator
Reid Family- Mooresele Military Cemetery
Regimental Writing Plan
8

RM
Chair REC
Chair REC
RM

Round Table

Next REC
9

1.

Closing Remarks

Opening Remarks

The Chairman of the Regimental Executive Committee (REC), LCol J. T. Adair, welcomed all members
of the REC, including those on telephone conference. He mentioned that this REC would capitalize on
the availability of key personnel in town during Ex STRONG CONTENDER. He outlined the busy
nature of the REC agenda and explained that given the number of business items to be processed, the
meeting should move forward immediately.
2.

Review of Minutes.

The Regimental Major (RM) gave a synopsis of the 154 th REC, and walked the REC members through
the Task Matrix (Annex C) generated by the 154 th REC, focusing on the tasks and motions still in
progress. Of the nineteen motions and twenty-eight assigned and implied tasks in the minutes of the last
REC meeting, there were tlu-ee items for discussion at 155 th REC, five outstanding action items and three
on-going projects:
a.

The three items for discussion at the 155 th REC were the selection of a portrait artist for
the COR and two liaison tasks assigned to the Battle Honours Committee.

b.

There were five outstanding RHQ action items:
(1)
The distribution of the Regimental Achievement Award (RAA) certificates for
the 100 th will be completed through a mail-out.

(2)
The Chairman of the REC (Chair REC) directed that the I 00 th A1miversary after
action report (AAR) be completed by end-month.
(3)
The loan Princess Patricia's wedding gown to outside agencies was turned down
by the 154th REC.
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(4)
RHQ is awaiting a response to request for information (RFl) from Rideau Hall in
the matter of the funeral sentries. Chair REC offered to write a letter to Rideau Hall
detailing the request for Patricia soldiers to act as pallbearers and sentries.

(5)
The amendment of the Warehouse Fund budget for 4~' Quarter (Q4) to 31 March
2016 is on hold since the Warehouse move to Non-Public_Prope1iy (NPP) is on hold and
this was an associated task.
c.

There are three on-going projects in the RHQ:
(I)

The Monuments and Memorials file is progressing.

(2)
The RHQ is in continuous contact with LCol E. Liebert and the Battle Honours
Committee in Ottawa in a suppoti capacity.
(3)
A letter will be sent to the Achterveld Church community for the 71 st anniversary
of the Battle of Achterveld on 18 April 2016. The Achterveld anniversary was added to
the Regimental Calendar. The RM will coordinate with the OUTCAN Patricia
representatives to enable them to visit Achterveld on the Anniversary.
The RM gave the committee the opportunity to ask questions, and then requested a motion to accept the
minutes of the 154th REC. A motion was made that the minutes of the l 54rd REC are accepted as a true
record. The motion was made by the Regimental CWO, seconded by the First Battalion RSM. The
motion carried.
3.
Serial

Calendar. Key dates are listed below.
Date
(a)

Event
(b)

Remarks
(c)

1

10 Feb 16

Mme Clarkson's Bitihday

2

14 Feb 16

Lady Patricia Knatchbull's Bitihday

3

23 Feb 16

The Military Museums of Calgary
(TMM) Council

4

26 Feb 16

TMM Founder's Gallery opening
(Cold War: Operation MUSKOX)

5

29 Feb 16

Regimental Guard 69

6

06 Mar 16

Heroes Hockey Challenge

Victoria

7

17 Mar 16

COR visit to 1st/3rd Bn Regimental
Day

TBC

8

18 Mar 16

Regimental Foundation Meeting
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Cards from Battalions and RHQ
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Serial
9

Date
(a)
22-25 Apr 16

Event
(b)
Kapyong 65th Anniversary
Totino, BC

Remarks
(c)
Note: Tofino celebration
delayed to Jun 16 due to Park's
Canada construction projects

Shilo, MB
Ottawa, ON
Korea, RoK
10

28-30 Apr 16

Association AGM, Victoria, BC

11

17Jun16

3 PPCLl Change of Command
(CoC)

1000 (TBC)

12

17 Jun 16

156th Regimental Executive
Committee

1400 - 1700 (TBC)

13

25 Jun 16

Mount Buller Climb

14

18 Jun 16

1 CMBG CoC;

BGen Cadieu to Col Fletcher

15

11 Jul 16

3 CdnDivCoC

BGen Eyre to BGen
Heatherington

16

26 - 28 Aug 16

French Grey Weekend
26 Aug: Golf Tournament
27 Aug (AM) Cock o' the Walk
27 Aug SFAD (TBC)
27 Aug (PM) French Grey Ball
(FGB)16
28 Aug (1400): Guard Meeting 70
(TBC)

17

29 - 31 Aug 16

Ex TOUGH CONTENDER

18

Ol Sep 16

Ex MOUNTAlN MAN

19

23 - 24 Sep 16

TMM Somme Dinner

Drum line
Serving component to attend

20
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10Novl6

TMM Valour Canada Flame of
Remembrance

Museum staff to attend
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Date

Serial

Event
(b)

(a)

Remarks
(c)

21

11 Nov 16

Remembrance Day

22

25-28Nov

COR in Gagetown

23

15 Dec 16

Patrician Submission Deadline

24

23 -27 Jan 17

Ex STRONG CONTENDER

25

29 Jan 17

REC 157

26

30 Jan - 02 Feb 17

Ex RIC-A-DAM-DOO 2017

27

10 Feb 17

Mme Clarkson's Birthday

Cards from Battalions and RHQ

28

14 Feb 17

Lady Patricia Knatchbull 's Birthday

Cards from Battalions and RHQ

b.

C.

E-6/27

TBC dependant on mess dinner

Regimental Strategy. The Chair REC provided a synopsis of the developing Regimental
Strategy document. The senior leadership of the serving component of the Regiment is
composed of BGen Eyre as President of the Regimental Guard, assisted by Col Wright as
the Regimental Colonel, who has responsibility for career management, and Col
Gallinger, who is responsible for the Regimental Strategy.
(1)

Intent. The intent of the Regimental Strategy is to determine the ends, ways and
means for the next Regimental effort and to increase cohesion across the
Regiment by improving the ties and communications between the "Entities of the
Regiment" (Entities) through a cohesive Regimental Strategy. These Entities
include the Association, the Foundation and the serving component. The strategy
is intended as a principled approach to tie these three entities together with a
common narrative. The strategy will set the stage for the next Regimental effort
post-l00 th Anniversary. It will answer key questions such as: What is this thing
called the PPCLJ? What do we want it (cohesively) to do?

(2)

Aim. The RM and Chair REC have reviewed the draft and sent it to Col
Gallinger for comment. Col Gallinger will take an approved draft to the Guard
for review encl-February. The aim of this effott is to write a Regimental Strategy,
build a Regimental Operations Plan that reflects that strategy, and then turn this
direction into meaningful tasks in Time and Space by writing a Regimental Battle
Rhythm and Calendar. Chair REC emphasised that the creation of this keystone
document would be one of the most important tasks the Regiment accomplishes
in the next six months.

Regimental Operating Plan. Chair REC described the Regimental-level operations plan
as similar in concept to a Battalion (Bn) Level 3 Operating Plan (Op Plan). Although
conceptual at this stage, he intended that the Regimental Op Plan would be a return to a
good practice from our regimental past, and derived principally from the keystone
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Regimental Strategy document. He directed RHQ to develop a Regimental Op Plan that
would operate along the Fiscal Year (FY) model in conceit with the Bn(s).
d.

Regimental Battle Rhythm. Chair REC described the Battle Rhythm to be developed as
an annex to the Regimental Ops Plan which includes all Regimental recurring events and
tasks. The driving force for the Battle Rhytlun lies in the need to improve
communications and synchronization across the serving component, Association and
Foundation. Chair REC informed the REC that the Colonel-in-Chief (C-in-C) has
expressed a desire for better situational awareness of key issues affecting the Regiment.
Mme Clarkson is very interested in knowing about professional careers, particularly
Senior Non-commissioned Officers (NCO), senior appointments from Colonel to General
officer, and Honours and Awards given to soldiers of the Regiment. She also wants to
know when soldiers are wounded, injured or sick, so that she is able to send a timely card
to wish them well in their recovery.
(1)

E - 7/27

Monthly Reporting. A key deliverable of the Regimental Battle Rhythm will be
the establishment of a simple, focused reporting mechanism between the Three
Bn and the other Regimental Entities. The Battle Rhythm established by the
RHQ will include a monthly Situation Report (SITREP) comprising a short
summary from each Bn, the ERE reps, the Association and the Foundation. The
schedule and format will be promulgated by the RM. The information required
will be detailed in the Regimental Op Plan as a set ofC-in-C Critical Information
Requirements (C-in-C CTR). The RM stated that the easiest deliverable
document would be a quad-slide format, answering the following questions:
(a)

Last 30 days;

(b)

Next 30 days;

(c)

Coordination Points; and,

(d)

Issues and Concerns: to include sickness, wounded, injured and Honours
and Awards.

(2)

Brevity. Once the reports from each Regimental Entity ( l st/2'1d/3 rd Bn, French
Grey Bn/ERE representatives, Association and Foundation) are received the RM
will collate them into a cohesive and civilian-friendly report for the C-in-C.

(3)

Distribution. Chair REC briefly described the process for distribution. Each
quad slide will be forwarded to the +rhqppcl i@forces.gc.ca address, collated at
RHQ, reviewed by the RM and passed to the President of the Guard for
comment. From the President of the Guard, the distribution will be to the C-in-C
and COR, with carbon copies to the Bn COs and French Grey Bn/ERE
representatives. The Presidents of the Foundation and Association will also be
on the distribution list. Eventually, this report will be published on the
Regimental website.

(4)

Writing plan. The Chair REC directed the RHQ to develop a writing plan and an
example of the monthly quad slide deliverable from each element to the RHQ.
The monthly SITREP will provide the C-in-C and COR with an executive
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summary of Regimental affairs and enable them to engage with cards and
correspondence when soldiers suffer from sickness and injury, or when they are
singled out for honours and awards. The Chair REC stated that the C-in-C and
COR are quite willing to engage with the members of the Regiment in any
fashion that is meaningful, effective and aids Regimental cohesion. It is up to the
Regiment that will enable that engagement. The COR stated that this was a very
positive idea, and he and the C-in-C would be pleased to assist in a meaningful
project.

E-8/27

e.

Regimental Calendar. The Regimental Adjutant (R Adjt) briefed the layout and concept
for the new Regimental Calendar. The draft Regimental Calendar was built by reducing
the Operations Synchronization (Sync) Calendar for the 1st Canadian Mechanized
Brigade Group, and reducing the key stakeholder participants on that calendar to the three
PPCLI Bns and then adding lines for RHQ and the ERE representatives. All recurring
tasks and Regimental events will be placed on this calendar with suitable decision points
and trigger dates, as a coordination measure for the Regimental Battle Rhythm. Chair
REC was pleased with the Calendar as a planning tool, and directed that lines for the
Association and Foundation be added to the draft Calendar. He fu1ther directed that the
draft calendar not distributed for Operational Security reasons, but that it would be issued
as an annex to the Regimental Op Plan as the Regimental Battle Rhythm. The Battle
Rhythm will inform the Regimental Op Plan and will be populated as far as the end of the
FY 15/16. The Battle Rhythm will be published on Defence Wide-Area Network
(DWAN) for the serving component, and a sanitized Regimental Calendar (similar to
paragraph 3 above) will be published on PPCLI.com for wider distribution.

f.

Ric-a-dam-ciao. The RM recommended that the Ric-a-dam-doo (RADO) be tied to
1 CMBG's Ex STRONG CONTENDER (Ex SC) to maximise efficiencies in moving
members from Shilo. For the Regiment to host RADD 2017 independent of Ex SC
would cost an estimated $12,000.00, primarily to pay for the bussing or flying of
subalterns to the location from CFB Shilo. The second recommendation was that RADO
run over a four day period excluding travel, as in 2014. Chair REC directed that RADD
be penciled in with a proviso that the Bns were as yet unaware of their operational tasks.
He agreed that the RADD should be tied to Ex SC, unless the 2nd Bn is hosting.

g.

C-in-C Travel FY 2016/17. The RM briefed the REC on C-in-C travel plans for FY
2016/17, noting the lack of clarity in the planning of the Ottawa Commemoration of the
Battle ofKapyong. He suggested deleting this event from the C-in-C's calendar. Chair
REC agreed with the schedule, including this deletion, and mentioned that the 3rd Bn
wanted to host the C-in-C at the Mess the evening prior to the 3rd Bn Change of
Command on 19 June. The RM will follow up with the C-in-C and advise.

h.

COR Travel FY 2016/17. The R Adjt briefed the REC on COR travel plans for FY
2016/17, noting the COR's desire to attend field training when the Bns are deployed on
Exercise. The COR will travel to Gagetown in November to visit the French Grey Bn
and attend the DP 1.2 Infantry badging at the Infantry School. This year the visit to the
French Grey will be on the front end of the Infantry School activities to allow the COR
time to meet with Patricias serving in the Maritimes. Chair REC proposed that the COR
visit Edmonton on l 7 March for I s t/3 rd Bn Regimental Day, and again in April observe
the Level 5 live fire during Ex PROMETHEAN. He proposed that the COR be sent to
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Korea in April to represent the Regiment at Kapyong for the 65 th anniversary of the
Battle of Kapyong. After some discussion, it was agreed that the COR would attend the
ceremony in Tofino, and that consideration would be given to send a party to attend the
ceremony in Korea. The likely composition of the pa1ty would be one LCol, one CWO, a
Sgt and a Cpl.
Secretarial Note: It has now been confirmed that the ceremony in Tofino will be
postponed due to Parks Canada reconstruction work on the site. Therefore, the COR will
not attend.

4.

Reports.
a.

b.

E-9/27

10011 ' Closeout.
(1)

100th Anniversary AAR. The RM briefed the REC that the AAR was 90%
complete as received from Maj Clark in Wainwright, and he expected to pJesent
it to the Chair REC for review by 30 Jan. Chair REC issued direction that this
would be a hard deadline, to lay the issue to rest.
·

(2)

100th Anniversary Commemorative Video. The Lindisfarne teaser video was
shown to the REC, and the RM requested further funding to complete the video
of the 1oot1, Amuversary Commemorative events, noting the need for some
interviews of key personnel to place the celebration in context. The video works
well for anyone who patticipated in the event (our internal Regimental audience),
however, for anyone watching the video 25 years from now to figure out what
was done for the IOOu, Anniversary, it will be much more useful with additional
background information. This would add value from a historical perspective,
particularly for anyone 100 years along in the Regiment's history. The video will
be completed for Christmas 2016.

(3)

Summary Investigation (SI) Frezenberg. The RM explained the background
behind the investigation into the missing cashbox at the Frezenberg celebration
on IO May, when 500€ went missing. The cashbox was intended to pay for
breakfast meals at the Frezenberg commemoration on the morning of 8 May
2015. ft was under the control of two members of the RHQ and went missing
between 8 and 10 May 2015. The RM took responsibility for the loss of the
Regimental funds as the Officer Commanding the RHQ. He made the Sl
available for the members of the REC who were present at the meeting, and
offered to e-mail any interested paities among the phone participants. Chair REC
expressed his confidence that this was not a matter of negligence, but directed
that the SI be briefed at the next Regimental Guard to ensure complete
transparency. The RM noted that the individual assigned the primary
responsibility in the SI has since released from the CAF.

Voluntary Contributions. The RM explained that the voluntary contribution program is
working, with participation and funding levels trending upward. The Regiment is
receiving approximately $ I 5k per month in Regimental dues. This amount is reflected in
the budget for 2016 and projected out to 2017. He briefed the Bn participation, noting
that the 1st/3 rd Bn have received an influx of new soldiers, which is probably why they
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trended lower. CO 3rd Bn noted that the 3rd Bn was aware of its participation statistics
and was investigating to confirm voluntary contribution levels.
c.

Patrician. The R Adjt briefed that the majority of Patrician m1icles had been received
minus some of the articles by senior regimental personalities that will be drafted within
RHQ. The Patrician at1icles received were of good quality, ranging from 500 words to
2700 words . He noted that some participating authors were being contacted by RHQ
staff clue to the low fidelity and quality of the pictures provided with the m1icles . While
artistically they were frequently high quality action shots, the writing guide for the
Patrician clearly stated that the a1ticles were to be accompanied by 1 MB pictures as a
minimum due to the publication process. He also noted the continued use of military
jargon and acronyms in the articles, given the public and retired audience that formed the
majority of the circulation. The Chair REC agreed that end-Februaiy was an acceptable
timeline for the beginning of publication layout. He was willing to accept end-March as
the provisional date to submit the magazine to the publishers. CO 1st Bn enquired as to
whether the Bn COs owed a review article for the 2015 Patrician as they did for the l ootl•
Anniversaiy publication. The RM agreed with CO I st Bn that this was an anomaly due to
the significance of the 100 th anniversary publication.

d.

Shoulder Titles. The RM explained that this item is still in process and he has a Request
for Information (RF]) in to the CDS office. When briefed to the 154 th REC, the Canadian
Forces Dress Committee had granted approval for the shoulder titles and the decision was
on the CDS' desk. As far as is known there is no action or change on this item.

e.

Monuments and Memorials. The RWO briefed the REC on the progress with the updates
to the project. The 25 monuments listed in the Regimental Manual have been augmented
by 78 other monuments of varying quality, including tlu·ee new memorials reported to
RHQ in the last week. Chair REC directed that this updated list would be either a line
item or an annex to the updated Regimental Manual. The R WO indicated his intention to
update the list of memorials, with some being designated official status (for example,
Patricia Park in Greisbach) and being denied official status clue to the lack of a supporting
Branch, lack of historical connection or state of repair. Chair REC inquired where the
tear-line would be made. The RWO indicated that the intention was to compile a
complete list with suppmt details to include responsibilities, funding and monitoring to
enable an informed decision, and decide which monuments would be included above the
tear-line for regimental support.

f.

Regimental Battle Honours Committee.
(I)

E- l0/27

Submission to the Guard. LCol E. Liebert Col updated the REC on the progress
of the Battle Honours committee, whose submission was 80% complete. The
Battle Honours Committee is seeking approval from the REC to proceed with the
current approach and present the Regimental submission for Afghanistan battle
honours to the Guard for review. He reminded the REC that battle honours are
awarded to publicly commemorate a battle or a campaign involving active
combat against a formed and armed enemy. These battle honours would be a
constant source of pride for the Regiment. He explained that the Regiment
currently has 40 Battle Honours, including both battle and theatre honours, and
described the breakdown of those Battle Honours. Since March, the committee
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has worked to create a submission for one Battle Honom of"KANDAHAR
2002, 2005-2010". The submission is in the final stages and will be presented to
the Regimental Guard for concurrence and then to Infantry Corps for review by
the Director oflnfantry and then frn1her staffing to the Canadian Army.
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(2)

Directorate of History and Heritage (DHH) Submission. LCol Liebert briefed the
REC on the submission to DHH as part of the DHH "9-Liner" honours and
awards format, and described this as the purpose statement of the Battle Honours
submission. The wording is chosen to reflect the Honours structure of the CAF,
particularly in the use of the term Campaign to describe PPCLI operations in
Kandahar province. A Campaign is defined as a series of operations in one
theatre area with one objective or forming a distinct part of the war to achieve a
specific military-strategic objective. Regimental operations in Kandahar
province fit that description.

(3)

Supporting Annexes. LCol Liebert described the DHH annexes and their
evidentiary role in corroborating the claims made in the submission. He made
particular mention of Annex C: PPCLI Operations and Engagements, which
includes twelve appendices, one for each of the twelve major deployments.
These include detailed commenta1y on each deployment. The Annexes conclude
with two tables; one on casualties and one on Honours and Awards (H&A). The
Battle Honours Committee continues to improve these last two annexes in an
effort to attain maximum fidelity on these numbers. The maps annex intended to
support the project was dropped when CFINTCOM declined to support the
project. LCol Liebert's assessment is that this gap is not a critical area, as the
submission stands on its own, and in his assessment it is not' a worthwhile use of
time to make the bureaucratic effort to get this annex off the ground. Personnel
from each of these deployments were extensively consulted and the committee
received sufficient feedback to ensure veracity. He noted the contributions from
across the Regiment that made the submission possible, particularly: Col Ian
Hope, Maj Andy Rule, and Capt(s) Dave Peabody, Mark Castelli, Tyler Riches
and James Cressall. He also mentioned the great contribution made by Dr. Sean
Mahoney, who assisted by providing the committee with a draft copy of his book
on the war in Afghanistan. LCol Prohar asked whether sufficient detail had been
provided for Appendix 11: the Opei·ational Me11tori11g and Liaison Team (OlYJLT)
for Task.force 3-09. LCol Liebert responded that he would coordinate a response
with any additional materials that might be provided in the coming week.

(4)

Issues and Concerns. LCol Liebe1t brought tlu·ee concerns to the attention of the
REC. Firstly, the committee's information on casualties was provided from
casualty trackers, Chief of Military Personnel spreadsheets, and war diary entries.
Attached personnel were included in the casualty figures for PPCLI deployments,
consistent with the Regiment's tradition. For H&A, the Battle Honours
Committee focused primarily on awards of meritorious service to Patricias. The
problems with the H&A annex are similar to the issues for casualties: matching
casualties to deployed units. The focus for the annex on H&A was Kandaharcentric, so awards which were won in Helmand province were not reflected in
these figures. The first major challenge still faced by the committee is to
establish a complete record, and the second is to cross-reference multiple
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references across a period of time. LCol Liebert suggested a three document
format for both H&A and casualties Annexes: an executive summary, a
consolidated spreadsheet to bring all sources of information to one location for
assessment, and a source documents collection. All this information should be
channelled through RHQ, with copies to the PPCLI archives and the DHH
archives in Ottawa, with a suggested carbon-copy for the Canadian Army G l
staff. The focus of this last effort is to aid the soldiers who served with our
deployments as the documents may be required to suppmt submissions to
Veteran's Affairs Canada. LCol Liebert asked for support from the REC in
running this information to ground, and asked the Bns to review the information
in the submission once provided to ensure that the information provided is
accurate. The Chair REC directed the RHQ to act as the information gathering
point as suggested by the committee, and asked LCol Liebert for his assessment
in defining the breaking point where the Battle Honours Committee was clone its
work anq the RHQ takes over the submission.
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(5)

Resources and Deadline. LCol Liebett identified the committee as constituted as
sufficient to the task. Once the submission is reviewed and ready, he intends to
pass the submission off to the RHQ, at which point the Bns should review the
annexes for information integrity. LCol Liebert proposed that once his final
questions were answered he would hand the submission over to the RM for
coordination ofrevjew action. The Chair REC agreed. The second key issue
identified by the committee was the incomplete archiving of operational
documents and war diaries. An example of this difficulty is the 2008/2009
Kandahar Provincial Reconstrnction Team deployment. This deployment was
the responsibility of other Brigades, and there are few specific records. Since
this deployment was not a PPCLI deployment the responsibility for tracking was
not held by the Regiment, but affects the Regiment nonetheless. The final point
LCol Liebert made was that the ownership of composite units was unclear, and
the committee tried to clarify this to improve long-term accountability and
support. The larger OMLT units which were composed of soldiers from across
the CAF are particularly problematic, given the ad-hoc support arrangements
upon their return to Canada. From an organizational point of view, the lack of
cohesion inherent in these composite units increases the difficulty in any attempt
to assemble a coherent record of activities. Chair REC questioned whether there
was a DHH guidance to assist in gathering this information. LCol Liebert
responded that there was a spreadsheet table.

(6)

Deployment Reporting. LCol Liebert suggested that Regimental deployments
should ensure that War Diaries include copies of handover notes (the Relief-inPlace handover notes from tour statt and tour end). These briefings tend to
include statistics and information that is relevant. It would be helpful if the War
Diaries would highlight specific engagements in the COs assessment, and
consider providing statistics that describe the nature and tempo of operations.
The records do a good job in summarizing the number of operations, but not as
well at providing the number of Troops-in-Contact engagements, Indirect Fire
attacks, and number of patrols, as an example. These would be the most
imp01tant statistics from a historical perspective and the COs assessment is the
most likely place to provide this information in the War Diaries. Electronic
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copies should be digitized and copies kept where appropriate, although it is
noteworthy that the PPCLI Archive cannot store Level rr information. Chair
REC re-iterated his thanks for the exceptional work done by the committee, and
suggested to the REC that the manner in which deployment rep011ing is archived
and produced be the subject of a directive in the Regimental Strategy or the
Regimental Manual. LCol Liebe11 offered to provide a "lessons learned"
document once the project was complete.

g.

Regimental Colours. The RM updated the REC on the discussions between the 2nd Bn
and DHH. DHH have inspected the 2nd Bn Regimental Colour, and they believe the
Colour will be acceptable until 2021. This allows the Regiment to delay the replacement
of this Colour until such a time as the new Battle Honours come into force. The Queen's
Colour can be replaced at any time. The issue with replacing the Queen's Colour is who
does it, given that the Regiment needs a Vice-Regal representative and the ChaplainGeneral for the ceremonial presentation. The RM suggested the Regiment could also ask
to have the C-in-C do the presentation, which would be a further request to Rideau Hall.
Chair REC asked the RSM and CO 2nd Bn if the Bn could wait and replace them at the
same time or whether there was a need to replace the Queen's Colom sooner. The RSM
replied that the Colour needed to be changed and CO 2nd Bn stated that they would like to
change the Queen's Colour in conjunction with the Change of Command. Chair REC
directed that the next Change of Colour be set for the timeframe of the 2nd Bn Change of
Command in 2017, and that RHQ staff the recommendation that the C-in-C be al lowed to
make the presentation.

h.

Charitable status. The RM updated the REC on the revocation of charitable status. Since
the past meeting, the RM has been in contact with Dentons, a law firm engaged to
examine the legal status of the Regimental Fund. The legal advice received from
Dentons was that the Regiment retain its current charitable status, for two reasons. First,
there is no advantage to the Regiment moving to a not-for-profit corporation, since the
Regiment can do everything needed under the cmrent charitable structure. Second, once
the Regiment gives up its charitable status, it would be very difficult to regain that
designation, given that the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) is tightening up the
processes. However, the Regiment must still consider the concern raised by the Canadian
Forces Morale and Welfare Services (CFMWS) that present board of directors as
presently constituted is not at "arm's-length" from CAF. Since the REC controls the
Regimental Fund, and the REC is composed primarily of uniformed personnel, the
concern from the Department of Justice is that this composition offers insufficient
distance from the Crown. The legal opinion from Dentons disagrees, and the lawyers at
Dentons believe that the composition of the Board of Directors of the Regimental Fund
meets the requirements of the Charities Act. To avoid engaging in a legal battle with the
CFWMS, the RM recommends addressing this concern by constituting a Board of
Directors for the Regimental Fund that is 51 % non-uniformed. The Chair REC agreed
fully with the recommendation and noted that since the issue involved policy, this item
would be presented to the Guard with an updated Briefing Note, reflecting this
recommendation in light of current legal advice. CO 2nd Bn suggested that this
recommendation to the Guard would include the names under consideration to comprise
the 51 % and 49% components of the new Board of Directors. A question was raised as
to whether this was consistent in practice with what the other Regiments were doing, for
example the Lord Strathcona's Horse (LdSH). The RM noted that the Boards of
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Directors of both the LdSH Society and the RCR Fund were constituted primarily of nonuniformed members (some retired). The RM suggested an example of a Board of 13
members where 6 members would be military and the quorum would be set to a number
that allows the uniformed members to make decisions without having all of the Board
attending. The Chair REC noted that this was tied to the plan for the Foundation to truly
become the Fundraising ann of the Regiment.
j.

Budget update.
(1)
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Regimental Warehouse Stocktaking. The RM briefed the REC on the updated
returns for the Regimental Warehouse and accounts and proposed a budget for
FY 2016/17. He noted that there was a 5-year budget projection available for
review by members of the REC. The bottom line was a total sales of
$600,000.00, with a Gross Profit of $171,000.00 and a Net Profit or'$75,000.00,
with a large Warehouse stock holding of $500,000.00. While this appears to be a
large sum for stock holdings in the Warehouse it includes a large range of 100 th
Anniversary stock items that have not sold such as the History Book. The one
issue the RM felt would be contentious in this presentation to the REC was the
write-off request. Traditionally, there is a request to write off about $10,000.00 a
year by the REC, including stock losses to some degree caused by damage or
theft. This year our write-up is $28,000.00, based on a ground-up, first
principles, stock-taking, resulting in a very accurate number for the current
request. The RM expressed confidence in the accuracy of this number, and the
intent that this number would fall within the norm again in future years. The RM
asked the REC for a one-time write-off of $28,000.00 to re-align the Regimental
Warehouse books in line with the stock verification and allow the Warehouse to
move forward. The Chair REC asked whether there was a breakdown of what
that write-off would look like in comparison to the norm of a $10,000.00 writeoff. The RM indicated there was a spreadsheet. The Chair REC questioned
whether theft was the problem, to which the RM replied that there were a number
of reasons to believe that these were primarily accounting issues rather than theft.
The example cited was the loss of 150 reel binders which are handed out as
gratuities for service in the Regiment. There are specific examples of these
binders being improperly priced and entered in the stock-taking system. After
three to four years of these errors being carried forward, the loss appears larger in
the books than it ought to. The Chair REC inquired what the alternative to the
write-off would be and the RM replied that the loss would stay on the books with
a consequence that the books look messy. The current write-off request before
the REC would zero the Warehouse books post-lO0 th Anniversary. The Chair
REC suggested that further inquiry was desired at this point, while noting there
was no indication of impropriety in this case. He noted the role of the REC as a
tangible check and balance on Regimental operations and stated that whether or
not the books appeared tidy, it was important to be clear in the forum of the REC
where the money that resulted in that write-off went. The RM agreed, and
indicated the Warehouse staff would present a line-by-line breakdown of the
write-off. The stock report itself would be ungainly to present at the REC, but
the staff would extract the write-off items for review. CO 2nd Bn recommended
that this could be circulated secretarially to which the Chair REC agreed.
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(2)

Kit-shop Security. The RM elaborated on his earlier point that he felt the loss of
stock under discussion was primarily not an issue of theft for two reasons. The
first reason was the small number of items that were reasonably presumed to be
theft, such as a theft of an Arc'Teryx jacket out of the kit-shop which occurred
this year. This was primarily laid down to two structural problems: low
personnel manning of the kit-shop up until the September timeframe, and a lack
of security measures. Since the occurrence of these obvious thefts, a security
camera system has been emplaced in the kit-shop. Secondly, with maiming and
organizational stresses from the I00 th Anniversary, the kit-shop has fallen away
from their previous regime of quarterly stock accounting, which needs to be reinstituted. The Chair REC expressed his confidence that the Warehouse was on
the right track with the stocktaking issues.

(3)

Warehouse CANEX sales. The RM updated the REC on the status of sales
tlu-ough CANEX. CFMWS is attempting to provide the same service, as the kitshop, but the RM noted they were unaware that the kit-shop actually posts a
similar volume of sales to the Edmonton CANEX Expressmart. Specific items
were placed in the CANEX over Clu·istmas, as a demonstration of the
Regiment's desire to work with CFMWS direction, and an expression of good
faith. The CANEX managed to sell about $2000.00 worth of these items over
Christmas, with a net return to the Regiment of $400.00.

(4)

Budget 2016 Overview. The RM noted the budget forecast was that there were
sufficient funds to carry out all mandated activities, including sufficient funds to
purchase the Pte Mitchell medals. The RM briefed the REC on the upcoming
extraordinary expenses for the year, most of which were projects briefed to
previous REC as 100 th Anniversary activities:
(a)

I00°1 Anniversary Video. The 100th Anniversary video, a specific project
of the 100 th Anniversary committee, has cost $100,000.00 so far, and
needs additional funding of $32,000.00 to complete the project. Once
completed, this project will provide the Regiment with a comprehensive
record of the events of the Centennial Commemoration of the Founding
of the Regiment, with a IO hour (6 DVD) video available for purchase.

(b)

Legal Advice on Revocation of Charitable Status. The legal advice
provided by Dentons Law Canada LLP on Revocation of charitable
status cost$ I 0,000.00.

(c)

Foundation Audit. CRA conducted an audit of donations to the
Foundation, with a result that there was $10,000.00 that they would not
allow in accordance with charitable guidelines. The RM noted that to
place this figure in perspective, over $1,000,000.00 in fundraising was
conducted tlu·ough the Foundation. The Chair REC requested further
details on which donations and how the $10,000.00 was incurred. He
noted a concern with how and why this donation was unacceptable rather
than concern over the dollar value. LGen (Ret'd) Foster noted that there
were guidelines for the submission of grants, which the Foundation
abided by to the letter of the law. The Foundation is currently
undergoing an audit by Heritage Canada and the auditors have
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discovered that a few of the items requested are ineligible. LGen (Ret'd)
Foster felt this was a matter of opinion, and the Foundation was not told
this in the beginning. The Foundation did not submit grant requests for a
number of opportunities because the total of these grants were well
beyond the amount offunds that were eventually received. LGen (Ret'd)
Foster stated there was some indication from Heritage Canada that where
there were some incorrect funding requests, they would allow the
Foundation to submit for a different claim. LGen (Ret'd) Foster felt this
was the normal state of affairs for conducting business with Govenunent
grants. The Chair REC assured the President of the Foundation that the
REC simply wanted to understand where the cost was arising from on the
Budget.
(d)

(5)

Investment Accounts. The RM briefed the REC on the investment accounts,
noting the particular good news that the Regiment came out of the 100th
Anniversary with money in the bank. The Legacy Fund stands at $173,000.00,
the Benevolent Fund at $128,000.00. The Contingency Fund to support funeral
ceremonial tasks in the event of Lady Patricia's passing stands at $40,000.00.
From an investment standpoint the Regiment is relatively healthy.

(6)

FY 2016/17 RHO Budget Allocations. The RM briefed the REC on the detailed
allocation breakdown noting that in line with the income restructuring
requirements for Revocation, he had broken the Regimental income into three
funds:
(a)
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Edmonton Golf Course Hole. The Regiment has donated $50,000.00 to
the Edmonton Garrison Memorial Golf and Cmling Club (EGMGCC),
which gives the Regiment a golf tournament and curling bonspiel each
year for the next five years. These will be promoted as fundrais ing
activities. The RM proposed that this golf tournament be linked to the
French Grey Ball (FGB). This would make for a "Regimental Weekend"
at the encl of August, with a golf tournament Friday, Soldier-for-a-day
and Louis Scott Cock o' the Walk on Saturday, the FGB on Saturday
night, and the Guard meeting on Sunday, packing this all into one
weekend. The Chair REC indicated that the 3rd Bn would take care of
the FGB, and that they were looking to the I' t Bn to take on the golf
tournament task.

General Fund. These budgetaiy items represent our charitable funds held
completely outside of the Non-public Propetty, and are outside of
CFMWS's ability to influence. Of note in this budget was the
$60,000.00 paid to the Museum Archivist for on-going projects to
organize and repair the Archives, and the $15,000.00 for the C-in-C
travel budget. The RM noted a proposal to be made later in the REC for
a Community Relations coordinator to be hired to keep the Regiment
visible on Social Media. The Chair REC noted that the projected
Management and Administration Budget for RHQ was high, noting the
$2,500.00 for bank changes. The RM responded that the bank charges
were generally a cost of doing business, and that despite all the
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extraordinary expenses this year the budget remains on the positive side
of the ledger. The Chair REC inquired how the Korea Bursary was
decided and was satisfied that this was under the direction of the
Association. He noted for further discussion the Community Relations
Coordinator item and the request for further funding for the Lindisfarne
video.
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(b)

Warehouse Fund. Non-public Funds (NPF) activities outside of the
Canadian Forces Consolidated Fund (CFCF). The advantage to this
arrangement is the Regiment retains the ability to retain independent
banking arrangements at a cost of$13,000.00 for banking and $7,000.00
for annual auditing. These would be substantially reduced by a decision
to join NPF. The RM briefed some of the extraordinaiy on the budget,
particularly the website upgrades. The intent this fiscal year was to not
have to make the large website upgrades at a projected cost of
$90,000.00 so the only request this year was for a $10,000.00
maintenance contract for the website. He noted that this was a I00 th
Anniversary task directing the Regiment to increase public awareness of
the Regiment by leveraging our visibility on social media, and upgrading
the website was driven by that desire. Under the heading of
extraordinary expenses, he noted that previous RECs had agreed to pay
for the golf hole at EGMGCC over a two year period at a cost of
$25,000.00 for two payments. The RM noted that in returning to the
regular format for the Patrician 2015 edition, the $40,000.00 budgeted
for publication would be 1i1ore than sufficient.

(c)

Museum Fund. The Museum Fund comprises NPF activities occurring
within the CFCF. The RM noted that he would brief the Outreach
Coordinator position under New Business. The Chair REC noted the
forward-planning list of desired purchases, including the Pte Mitchell
Medals group that would be briefed under New Business as well. The
RM explained that the critical project was the storage lockers for original
artwork, as these are currently sitting in the basement collections area of
the museum under the sprinklers with tarps for protection. CO 2nd Bn
questioned whether the Outreach Coordinator was working for the other
museums within TMM, and the RM explained that the primary task of
the Outreach Coordinator was to apply for grants on behalf of the PPCLI
Museum. The secondary task is to conduct the educational outreach
through Valour Canada to the local schools. He noted a current TMM
project which had a videographer in Edmonton to interview CF athletes,
which the Regiment was supporting tlu·ough the loan of their Outreach
Coordinator to that project. The RM noted that this was not the same
position as the Community Relations Coordinator he was proposing to
hire. In answer to a question as to where the Museum was sharing costs
with other TMM museums, he noted the lack of a strategic plan at TMM
and that he had loaned Capt Peabody to TMM for that strategic planning
committee to see it through and ensure its success. The PPCLI Museum
has far more depth and capability than the other museums.
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(7)

Foundation involvement in the EGMGCC golftourname11t. The Regimental
CWO asked whether the FGB golf tournament would provide a line of income.
The RM responded that this was not yet the case, and that the current direction
precluded uniformed members from doing fundraising, so the Regiment was
looking for the Foundation to do the actual funcfraising, with the Regiment in a
support role. The RM explained that the EGMGCC sold off all 18 holes on the
course to the local Regiments and one of those holes was dedicated to the PPCLT.
With the purchase of that golf hole, the Regiment received a promotional
package granting exclusive access to the course for a day to host a golf
tournament and one curling bonspiel a year, for use as fundraisers. The
promotion rnns for five years, with 144 stai1s at $100.00 dollars a start on each
golf tournament day. This had the potential to raise $14,400.00 per year over 5
years. The intent was for the PPCLI to synclu·onize that golf tournament with the
FGB in August. The Foundation was willing to play the role described in the
RM's brief, but needed a formal request to go forward. Chair REC directed RHQ
and 1 PPCLI to develop the FGB plan in conjunction with the Foundation.

(8)

Warehouse Stock overage plan. The Regimental CWO inquired how the
previously discussed stock overage of $430,000.00 played into the budget. The
RM explained that it did not play into the budget, but that it was a liability
against the Warehouse, pat1icularly since the main reason for the large overage
was leftover unsold items from the 100 th Anniversary. Some of these items such
as the unsold history books were unlikely to sell. The suggestion was made to
push the 100 th A1miversary history book to the CANEX outlet for sale to an
outside audience. The Chair REC agreed and gave direction to that effect, and
suggested sending copies to the kit-shop at the TMM. The RM explained there
were other issues with the organization and strncture of the kit-shop at the TMM,
but that the staff at the Museum was engaging.

(9)

Approval in Principle of the Regimental Budget. The Chair asked whether it
would be correct to state that there were an unusual amount of extraordinary
expenses in this year's budget. The RM agreed with this description, allowing
that there was considerable clean-up and stock clear-out in the Warehouse to be
done following the 100 th Anniversary. Although there was broad agreement in
principle from the REC on the Budget items, the motion was made to table the
vote on the FY 2016/17 Budget until the end of the meeting. This was to allow
the New Business items, particularly the proposed hires and extraordinary
purchases, to be discussed. The motion was tabled by direction of the Chair
REC.

( 10)

Legacy Fund proposal. The final budgetary slides were a prnposal on the current
contribution level for the Legacy Fund could be increased to set conditions for
financial success at the 125 th Anniversary. This would be a minor change from a
$500.00/month investment to a $2,000.00/month investment, with double the
yield of a 25 year am011ization. This was general information to provide
background for the strategic discussion at the Guard. The Chair REC tasked
RHQ to analyse the Legacy Fund and formalize the parameters of its use.
Secondly, to inform the Guard of the reasonable amount of investment that
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would be required to run the Commemoration events at the 125 th Anniversary.
These will allow the Foundation to inform their fundraising effo11s.

5.

k.

Cadet Corps update. The RWO briefed the REC on the status of the affiliated Cadet
Corps, all of whom were contacted prior to Christmas Break by Sgt Sutherland during his
tenure at RHQ. The RWO answered an RFI he received at the last REC with regard to
the direction that the Association provide cap-badges and shoulder titles for cadet corps
through the Regimental Warehouse. The price for these items at cost was $8.95 for the
Cap Badge and $1.65 for shoulder titles. The RWO has talked to each Corps and the
District Cadet Officer, and will have the SITREPs and names of Liaison Officers updated
by Feb. Mr. Fred Goldring asked who the request for reviewing officer went to, and was
told that where there was no established liaison officer, to coordinate through the R WO,
who will approach the DCOs of the Bns. Mr. Goldring thanked the REC for providing
the accoutrements at cost. The only issue repo11ed to the RWO was that the Tommy
Prince Cadet Corps is experiencing recruitment issues, and asked about some funding as
well as contact with current or forn1er-serving Patricias to assist them in their training
efforts. The information was passed on to the Association by the RWO. The R WO
recommended that the affiliated Bn send Reviewing Officers to the Corps final parades,
which are scheduled for May and June. Capt Rick Dumas, Adjt LER, suggested the
sponsoring CO's coordinate with the Cadet detachments, particularly the Cadet Liaison
Officer, and request progress reports and reporting of specific difficulties to allow the
COs to coordinate their response and prioritize their efforts. The Chair REC asked
whether there were similar issues in the PPCLI-sponsored cadet corps, and the RWO
responded that the Campbell River Cadet Corps was on probation two years ago and was
now one of the strongest. The Chair REC gave direction that the Bns would take care of
their affiliated Corps, and then fill any remaining reviewing officer tasks by exception.
The reviewing ofticer requests will be supported as a priority task.

I.

Senior NCO Mess Dress update. The Regimental CWO responded to the request for
information received at the 154 th REC, reflecting a desire on the part of the NCO's to
change the Mess Dress for Senior NCOs and WO from Cummerbund to the waistcoat
worn by officers and CWO. The Regimental CWO informed the REC on the process for
such a change, which entailed more staffing than a simple change to the Regimental
Manual. The change would need to be authorized by the CF Dress committee as an
update to the CF Dress Manual. After some discussion it was agreed that no request for a
change to the Dress policy would be submitted.

m.

COR Portrait a11ist selection. The Chair REC directed the RHQ to solicit interest from
Bill Bewick, the artist who did MGen (Ret'd) Pitts' portrait and Silvia Pecota, to see if
either artist is willing to do a portrait of LGen (Ret'd) Crabbe.

Regimental Museum.
a.

PPCLT Gallery. Capt Peabody briefed the REC on the recent developments with the
Museum and Archives as well as the TMM. He noted the upgrades to the Gallery, in
pat1icular the M011ar and Vickers machinegun displays.
(I)
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Book of Remembrance names addition. Capt Peabody gave the REC a summary
of the issues surrounding the addition of the names of 20 World War Two
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soldiers who died on active service but not of operational causes, typically of
illnesses, accidents or natural causes. Several of these soldiers died before
deploying overseas from Canada. The REC is the authority to place these names
in the Book of Remembrance. The research was done by WO (Ret'd) Neatby,
recently retired from the 2nd Bn, and uses Archives Canada materials. All of
these soldiers are commemorated in the National World War Two Book of
Remembrance. The Chair suggested this request be put to a motion. The motion
was made by the RM. The motion was seconded by CO 2nd Bn. The motion
carried.

E-20/27

(2)

Roll of Honour names addition. The second list of eight names presented in the
Briefing Note are for soldiers who either served with the Regiment on operations
or died in an operational theatre. Capt Peabody suggested their names be sent to
the Guard for review and possible addition to the Roll of Honour. RSM 1st Bn
inquired as to whether the Roll of Honour and the new names brought forward
would align with the tablets in the Hall if Honour in the Museum, given the cost
of updating those stones. The Chair REC responded that if the Guard felt they
were eligible, then the issue was closed, and the money would be budgeted in
futme to make the changes to the tablets. Mr. Fred Goldring noted that his own
research indicated a large number of cases from the First World War who did not
meet the requirements for inclusion at the time of their deaths, but would now fit
the criteria stated in the Briefing Note for inclusion in the Roll of Honour. Capt
Peabody remarked that the Roll of Honour and the tablets in the Hall of Honour
were supposed to match but that there was no room presently for additions,
particularly to the First World War tablet, and some method of displaying them
would have to be determined. The RM suggested these cases could only be
assessed on a case by case merit, based on the criteria for the Roll of Honour in
the Regimental Manual. The Chair asked Mr. Goldring to share his research with
RHQ, who would collate the request for change to the Guard, to amend the
criteria for inclusion in the Roll of Honour as required.

(3)

Pte Mitchell's·Kapyong Medals group. Capt Peabody briefed the REC on the
discovery of a medals group being placed for sale at auction. The medals
belonged to Pte Mitchell, who won the Distinguished Conduct Medal and was a
Kapyong veteran. The Chair REC explained to the REC that the reason these
medals were exceptional was that they belonged to a Private soldier, a veteran of
Kapyong. While the Museum collection had many significant medals groups,
this would be a unique set clue to the rank of the soldier, and would be a proud
heirloom for the Regiment in the pride it takes in its soldiers. The Chair REC
directed the RHQ to coordinate through LCol (ret'd) Lou Grimshaw, a retired
Patricia familiar with the auction system, to purchase the medals group on behalf
of the Regiment. A budget was agreed by the REC and set aside for this purpose,
with a reserve fund available for release under discretion of the RM and the Chair
REC to an agreed maximum price. The auction was set to take place 31 January
16. The President of the Foundation added that he did not feel it was in the best
interests of the Regiment to release the amount of the sum budgeted for the
purchase of the medals. The Chair REC directed that the sum would be closehold information to avoid stai1ing a bidding war. The President of the
Foundation stated that the fact they were a Private soldier's medals, that there
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was a building named after the individual and that he was a Kapyong veteran
made this medals group significant, and that the REC was doing the best it could
to retain those medals for the Regiment. Capt Peabody asked that an annual sum
be placed in his Museum budget for the purchase of medals and other artifacts.
The Chair REC demmred, stating instead that there would be a Regiment-wide
effort to identify medals of significance and approach the veterans or the family
in a timely fashion to avoid future emergencies. The Chair REC tasked RHQ to
develop the list of desirable medals groups. A motion was made that the REC
approve the total amount agreed and that the REC approve the direction to Lou
Grimshaw to purchase the medals on behalf of the Regiment. The motion was
made by CO Ist Bn, and seconded by CWO Lewis. The motion passed.
d.

Museum Collections update. Capt Peabody noted that the Collections would complete a
complete inventory by the end of FY 15-16. The next step would be an appraisal of all
Regimental collections held at the battalions and units. The estimated delivery date for
the art storage cabinets is mid-March. The weapons deaccession agreed to at the 154 th
REC was proceeding, and the copy of the museum Distribution Account (DA) has been
sent to Disposal, Sales, Artefacts and Loans (DSAL) for approval. DSAL will update
their copy of the DA to address the errors discovered during the deaccession process and
reported to the 154th REC. Once that is done DSAL will remove the weapons from the
PPCLI Museum DA.

e.

Museum Archives update. Capt Peabody reported on the progress with the Archives
project, including the focus on getting the archives online with the Access to Memory
project. The Archivist's contract will be up for renewal in March, and Capt Peabody's
recommendation was to renew the contract. The archivist has handled over 200 requests
for information (RPI) in Archives over calendar year 2015. Beginning in FY 2017 the
Museum will pursue funding from DHH to pay for this project.

f

Museum Governance. Chair REC noted that the PPCLI holds a double-banked Person
Year (PY) manning position from 41 Canadian Brigade Group (41 CBG) to support the
Museum Manager position that Capt Peabody holds. Chair REC felt this was a tenuous
way to do business, and wanted to have a conversation with the Chief of Staff of 41 CBG
to determine his Commander's intent with regard to maintaining that position with a
Patricia in Military Manning Overhead (MMO), in fairness to Capt Peabody. The Chair
REC acknowledged that eventually the Regiment would be told this was over, and felt
this was not a sustainable solution. He directed the RM to raise the geolocation of a
Captain PY position in Calgary as an Agenda item on the Guard, and prepare a Briefing
Note.

g.

Outstanding issues. Capt Peabody raised the earlier point made by LCol Liebert with
regard to getting the War Diaries into the Archive. The Chair REC readily agreed, noting
that the lack of War Diaries was a genuine gap in the Regimental Archives and History.
He directed the RM to determine the staff approach to have the declassified war diaries
and Annual Historical Reports (AHR) sent to the Archives as they hit the 15 year
declassification date. He further directed the RHQ to ensure they were carbon-copied on
each Bn's AHR. With regard to the return of donated items request tabled at the 154th
REC, the RM briefed the REC that he received a recommendation from JAG not to return
the Dodd Medals group, and the Regiment has taken that advice. The Chair REC
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directed that this be placed in the Regimental Museum Manual in an open-ended fashion
so that the deciding authority rests with the Regiment. The PPCLI Museum has received
conditional acceptance as a recognized museum from the Alberta Museum Association,
which gives the museum access to further grants and the sharing of improved museum
processes. Chair REC asked for an update on the TMM Strategic Planning committee.
Capt Peabody stated that with the lack of cohesion and overall direction at TMM, all the
museums were suffering. Key issues affecting all the museums include access to the site
during the Crowfoot Trail upgrade project, and low Gallery attendance numbers. These
shared concerns are the reason the museums are supporting the work of the TMM
Strategic Planning committee. For the TMM and PPCLT Museum to succeed, it is
necessary for the entire TMM council to begin functioning with more cohesion on
keystone projects such as the entryway. Capt Peabody will provide a detailed update
prior to the TMM meeting on 23 February.
g.

6.

Museum Outreach. The RM briefed the Outreach director position to take some of the
RFI off the Archivist plate as each Rf I consumes from three to four hours of the
Archivist's time. The job description is at NPP in Edmonton for review, the money is in
place, and the Regiment is simply waiting for authority to proceed.

Updates:
a.

Association: Mr. Goldring mentioned that the Annual General Meeting would be held in
Victoria 28-30 April. Total donations raised this year amounted to $49,803.38, and a
donation in suppmt of the renovation to Sgt Nansen 's home amounted to $16,817.57.
The Association has set a goal to double the size of the Hamilton Gault Memorial Fund to
$1,500,000 within the next ten years. Recruitment was down following the 100th
Anniversary, but the general member-at-large (email) membership is free. The Chair
REC asked that the REC set the example and join the Association.

b.

Foundation: The President of the Foundation has been following the direction received
from the Strategic Planning Session, with a focus on de-conflicting the fundraising
between the tlu·ee Regimental Entities. The first draft of the Memorandum of
Understanding will be out this quarter for comment and review. LGen (Ret'd) Foster has
been working with LCol (Ret'd) Mike Austdal (President of the Association) to that end.
The Foundation has hired a professional fundraising corporation out of Calgaiy,
Crescendo Incorporated, who will present a first report to the Foundation in the next two
weeks. This will include a fund-development plan that covers out to 2018. The
Foundation Business Plan for FY 16/17 was approved with a caveat pending delivery of
that report. The Foundation is supporting the Heroes Hockey Challenge on 6 March
with the full support of Come! MA.RP AC, the Victoria Branch of the Association, and the
expected attendance of the MND. The CF WaJTiors (the team representing the
Foundation will be a team made up ofold-timer NHL players and they will play the
Canucks Alumni. The Bui ler Mountain Climb will be on the 25 th of June and led by
Laurie Skreslet, the first Canadian to Summit Everest. Details are on the Foundation
website. The EGMGCC Golf tournament will be added to the Agenda. Jn closing, LGen
(Ret'd) Foster mentioned a need for urgency in getting a plan in place for the Foundation
to support the golf tournament, as it was not on the Foundation Calendar of events or
part of their Combined Operating Picture across the three Regimental entities. The
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Foundation website is running well and should be the lead agency in the Regiment for
any planned giving, which can be done off the website.
c.

7.

Loyal Edmonton Regiment (LER). Adjt LER briefed the REC on the plan for the Cock
o' the Walk tournament to be held 27 August 2016. The Chair REC discussed and
decided the afternoon would be the most appropriate time. Capt Dumas mentioned an
opportunity that has arisen with a tie-in to the History Channel show "War Junk " who is
interested in filming a visit to Kapyong in conjunction with the 65 11' Anniversary of the
Battle ofKapyong. Senator Yona Mai1in spoke wlth him upon her recent return from
Korea regarding plans for the upcoming anniversary. Her office will send Capt Dumas
more definitive detail as it becomes available. The Chair REC inte1jected at this point to
state that it was important that a handshake between himself and the RAdjt to ensure that
the primary point of contact for the Senator's office to the Regiment is from RHQ.

New Business.
a.

Honours and Awards. The RM briefed the candidates for Regimental Achievement
Awards (RAA) to the REC. The Chairman suggested that there was one routine RAA
and one ERE RAA presented for consideration of Honours and Awards. The routine
candidate consisted of a soldier from 3 PPCLI who was awarded a National award for his
role in support of Amateur sports at Base Edmonton and in the city of Edmonton. He
noted the routine submission had already received Chain of Command (CoC)
concurrence and secretarial approval. A motion was made that the REC accept the award
of Cpl S. The motion was made by Mr Fred Goldring, and seconded by RSM 3rd Bn.
The motion carried. The second recommendation was for Capt D., a member on ERE to
receive a RAA. The motion was made by RSM Ist Bn, and seconded RSM 2nd Bn. The
motion carried.

b.

Web-site Maintenance Contract. The RM stated that several internet hosting and
maintenance firms were under examination by RHQ. The Statement of Requirement
(SOR) for maintenance and upgrades of the PPCLl.com website was in production and
had a firm deadline. The SOR and three bids from vendors were received. The RM
briefed the three bids and suggested that it was premature at this time to engage larger
two bids, which were full-rebuilds of the website. He suggested instead the lowest bid,
which was to pay for upkeep on the website as presently constituted until direction came
from the Guard. The Chair REC acknowledged the good work to this point in defining
the aim of the contract and possibilities for web development, but tabled the discussion
for now, pending further direction from the Guard. He emphasised the need for the
website to support defined Regimental tasks and objectives.

c.

FGB and Golf Tournament. The RM restated the OPI for the FOB as 3 PPCLI and the
Golf Tournament as l PPCLI. The Chair REC acknowledged the poor communication
with the Foundation, and directed that the Regimental Entities close with the RHQ and
synchronise their efforts to ensure a successful event. The price of $125-150.00 was
discussed, and the Chair REC broadened the discussion of this event to attempt to define
its purpose. CO 1st Bn noted that this was a departure from the first FGB when the event
was run for the benefit of the Regiment. CO 3rd noted that this was about outreach and
"Friend-raising", not fundraising. The RM discussed the direction he received from the
Strategic Planning Session and the Guard, which he interpreted to mean the Regiment
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should keep up the outreach successes that fell out of the I00 th Anniversa1y. The Chair
REC narrowed that objective to be maintaining the connection with the communities
within which we live. The RM felt the balance was good with a 60/40 split between
serving and retired Regimental Entities. The RM further noted that the FGB cannot be a
fund raiser if it is run by the serving component. The President of the Foundation
expressed the sentiment that the FGB was intended as a way to reward the friends of the
Regiment, particularly the local Edmonton sponsors. The Chair REC observed that this
was now a "Regimental Weekend" and directed RHQ to use this weekend as a trial run.
d.

Fund raising Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). The Chair REC directed the
secretarial review of the MoU and collation at RHQ with 'tracked changes' for final edit.

e.

Regimental Veteran's Care (RVC). The RWO briefed the upcoming Veteran's suppo1t
events for the RVC. The majority of these organizations run adventure challenge events
for wounded veterans. The Chair REC directed the RM to send an email to the ERE
Representati_ves detailing the availability of these opportunities.
(I)

Soldier On. This is a military organization run with public donations available to
soldiers on Category, wounded veterans (in receipt of Veteran's Affairs benefits)
or posted to the Joint Personnel Suppo11 Unit. The RWO briefed the upcoming
Soldier On events to the REC.

(2)

Outward Bound. Outward Bound is a civilian organization which runs events
that are open to a broader representation of soldiers. These are sponsored so the
troops can get flights and events fully paid for by the Sponsors. The Chair REC
assured the REC that whenever possible soldiers would be supported in these
events.

(3)

Pilgrim Bandits. The Pilgrim Bandits is a British organization running similar
events for veterans and soldiers on Category. The R WO passed on a request for
support for a soldier who was biking across the country in support of Veterans.
He was looking for accommodations, rations and a place to set up fundraising on
CFB Edmonton. CWO Lewis stated that base handled such requests frequently
and they were decided on a case-by-case basis.

h.

Company Colours. The proposal to change the Company Colours for Regimental sports
was discussed, with a proposal to change the D Coy Colour to French Grey since Dark
Green was problematic. The question was un-related to the kit-marking Ops 150
guidelines. After some discussion, it was decided to leave the Company Colours as they
are currently in the Regimental Manual.

j.

Kapyong 2016. The RAdjt briefed the planned events for the 65 th Anniversary of
Kapyong to the REC. The RAdjt is in contact with both the military attache in Korea
and the Korean Veteran's Association of Canada (KVA) president, and is awaiting details
of the Korea event and PPCLI veterans attending. The commemoration of the Battle of
Kapyong is not on the list of high-level ceremonial tasks nationally through 2021 that are
staffed under Operation DISTINCTION. The RAdjt recommended that since Op
DISTINCTION is in place until 2021, the Regiment ask to have the Battle of Kapyong
70 1" Anniversary in 2021 inse1ted as an event. The Chair REC tasked the RHQ to staff a
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request to CA to have the 70 th Anniversary of the Battle of Kapyong included in Op
DISTINCTION as an activity. The 65 th Anniversary events commemorating the Battle of
Kapyong are as follows:
(1)

Radar Hill memorial in Tofino, BC. This is the main event attended by the
KVA due to the large number of veterans living on Vancouver Island. The
Consul-General for the Republic of Korea is expected to attend along with
Senator Yona Martin.

(2)

2 PPCLI Commemoration: Wainwright, AB. The 2nd Bn will be in Wainwright
on Ex KAPYONG RUE and will commemorate the 65 th Anniversary with a
ceremony on 25 April 16, Kapyong Day.

(3)

KVA Canada Revisit Program: Kapyong. There is a Commonwealth Revisit
program run by the Korean Ministry of Patriots and Veteran's Affairs. This
year 30 Canadian veterans (among them 10 PPCLI veterans) will take part in
the Revisit Program.

(4)

Ottawa Commemoration. PPCLI attendance will be led by ERE Patricias in
Ottawa. Location is likely the War Museum.

(5)

Secretarial Note. It has now been confirmed that the ceremony in Tofino will
be postponed due to Parks Canada reconstruction work on the site. Therefore,
the COR will not attend.

k.

Vimy 2017. This 100th Anniversary commemoration will be primarily an Op
DISTINCTION event, with individual tasks being filled by the Regiments, units and
Corps who participated in the battle. There is a separate cadet initiative to fundraise and
send 100 cadets to the Anniversary. The coordinator for that fundraiser has contacted
sponsoring units including the PPCLI RHQ for support.

1.

Community Relations Coordinator. This proposed position would essentially allow the
RHQ to maintain the gains in recognition and engagement which were the fruits of the
work surrounding the 100th Anniversary. The RM briefed the reasons for the proposal
including the direction to maintain as much outreach as possible following the I00°'
Anniversary. The discussion that followed between the CO's resulted in a decision to
support the desired effect with Unit Public Affairs Representatives (UPAR), soldiers
trained to take decent photos and write short articles. The Chair REC stated that it
would be imprudent to proceed on this project given the current lack of was fluidity in
the Regimental finances . This initiative was not approved.

m.

Outreach Coordinator. The RM briefed the position and the Terms of Reference, noting
this position was already funded by DHH. The RM sought approval to define a hiring
process and hire the position. The RM answered a question regarding hours of work,
stating that given that this position is a contractor position, the terms of employment
cannot specify hours of work without creating an employer - employee relationship.
The Chair REC was satisfied since the Regiment was not paying for the position. RSM
2 nd Bn asked if this position should not also be considered on ice or combined with the
Community Relations position, given the Bn ability to support the last position. The
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RM replied that the two positions were a split of the social media and history realms
and that this position would work out of Museum in Calgary. The RM noted that the
position was funded by DHH with approval based on the terms of Reference as
currently written, and was therefore tied funding. The Chair REC noted that he would
like to be involved in the hiring of the position, and the position was approved.
n.

Reid Family - Moorsele Military Cemetery. The family of Cpl Chris Reid were
approached about attending an event at Moorsele Military Cemetery an event to be held
in October 2018. LCol Jurkowski will gather the details and is satisfied with getting it
on the Regimental Calendar at this point in time.

o.

Regimental Writing Plan. The RM briefed the RHQ writing plan, including the 5 year
plans that have already been drafted, and the remainder of the scheme to re-write the
Regimental Manual, an RVC Manual, and the Warehouse Manual. The Chair REC
disagreed on the use of the five year plan and directed that a Regimental Operating Plan
be written that synchronizes effects between events on the Bn Op Plans and the
Regimental Op Plan.
)

8.

Round Table.

\

l

'

I

•

The Chairman informed the REC that the next meeting will be set for the weekend of Ex MOUNTAIN
MAN, confirmed the Regimental Guard for 29 Feb. During the Round table discussion it was decided to
move the next REC immediately following the 3 PPCLT change of command on 17 June 16, timing to be
confirmed.
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9.

Closing Remarks

1n closing, the Chairman thanked the REC for their efforts in bringing about a successful meeting and
adjournment occurred at 1730 hours.
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Major
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